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Issue
Exception encountered when selecting a federation when
editing a members registration entry
Skier received a score of 6 but no continuation. In this case
the exit gates are marked as not complete. However score
was calculated as 6 buoys greater than it should have

Notes
Was not properly handling drop down selection when an entry
was selected from the listed
Fixed calculation to handle a score of 6 but no continuation.
This was not being handled properly.

Registration

Need the ability to indicate that a skier is skiing for score only
and not for placement

Added new attribute at both the registration level and event
level to indicate a skier is not skiing for placement. This
provides the ability to mark this status for each event
independently. Skiers marked as not skiing for placement will
be excluded from placement in all summary reports and in the
final performance data file provided for the ranking list.

Trick Award Summary
Slalom Award Summary
Jump Award Summary

Issues printing the Awards Summaries. Jump was perfect, it Exception was caused when the number of preliminary rounds
printed only the Final Round skiers from the Awards Summary was greater than or equal to the number of rounds. Added
(when choosing "Scores to Use - Final")
better handling to catch this situation and prevent the
exception from occuring
Slalom (when choosing "Scores to Use - Final") - in addition
to the final round, it also printed all of the skiers from round 1 The Slalom Award Summary had a bug where it was showing
(in their correct placement), and sometimes printed them on a all the skiers when final was selected. Added a check to only
separate page. I then tried to print just page 1 but it still
show the number of skier placements specified.
printed the separate page.

Windows XP Support

Tricks - when I tried to print Awards Summary for Tricks it
crashed the program.
Program is not installing successfullly on Windows XP

The .NET dependencies had been updated but were updated
to a version not supported by Windows XP. Reduce the
version dependency and that will correct the Windows XP
install issue. Program still runs properly in all other
environments

